
South Sudan peace deal a ‘big step
forward’: UN mission chief

There was jubilation in the streets of South Sudan’s capital overnight on
Sunday, as residents celebrated a new agreement that the top UN official in
the country has described as “a big step forward” towards ending nearly five
years of brutal conflict.

President Salva Kiir together with his chief rival and former deputy, Riek
Machar, signed the deal on Sunday in neighbouring Sudan, alongside members of
other opposition factions.

David Shearer, head of the UN Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS), explained that
it centres on the issue of governance, with Mr. Kiir retaining his position
while Mr. Machar will be named the first of five vice-presidents.

“The deal is a big step forward in terms of bringing peace in South Sudan,”
he told UN News, speaking from the capital, Juba, on Monday.

“What it has as yet to do — and the negotiations are ongoing — is how are
they going to organize the security on the ground for all of those people,
and how is the army going to be reformed: how are they going to bring the
fighting groups into the same army?”

He said that there were “a host of other issues” to be resolved, such as
future and economic humanitarian policies and programmes. “So, it’s very much
a starting point but it’s a starting point which I think a lot of us didn’t
think we would see perhaps two months ago.”

At just seven years old, South Sudan is the world’s youngest nation. However,
a December 2013 political impasse between the two rivals, plunged the country
into deadly conflict.

Tens of thousands have been killed while more than 4 million have been
displaced, some 2 million of whom have fled to neighbouring States.

Mr. Shearer pointed out that the negotiations in Khartoum were led by Sudan
and Uganda: two countries he described as having “the greatest to gain and to
lose”, depending on what happens in South Sudan.

Previous peace talks were spearheaded by the East African regional body, IGAD
— the Intergovernmental Authority on Development.

Asked about the prospects for this latest deal, the UN mission chief sided
with the optimism expressed by citizens in the capital, including nearly
40,000 displaced people at a UN protection camp near his home who were
“partying” on Sunday night.

“Our job in the UN is to be as supportive as we possibly can to this
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agreement,” he stated.

“There’s only one agreement on the table. It’s this one. And we’ve got to try
and make this work,” he added.


